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V
ehicle electrical systems are 

expanding and evolving to support 

a wider array of power-hungry 

technology, and to help enable new 

types of hybrid and electric vehicles.  

Cars are brimming with new technologies, 

including advanced driver assistance systems 

(ADAS), cameras and sensors, semi-autono-

mous driving solutions, and others, that are 

putting more strain on batteries and electri-

cal systems. While full electric vehicles pres-

ent some installation and safety challenges for 

installers when it comes to battery and electri-

cal systems, big changes are underway for con-

ventional vehicles and hybrids as well.

A new vehicle may have as many as 150 

electric motors and other features. There is a 

greater array of drivetrain components that are 

switching from mechanical to electric power, 

in addition to hybrid-drive parts and a need 

for more computing power in the vehicle for 

Internet connectivity, and vehicle-to-vehicle and 

vehicle-to-infrastructure applications.

BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT | Correspondent
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“The introduction of these types of systems 

will continue through the end of the decade and 

the impact will only increase with even more 

powerful features like active safety and great 

powertrain electrification,” says Craig Rigby, 

advanced market and technology strategist at 

Johnson Controls Power solutions.

Automakers are turning to new battery tech-

nologies, in addition to higher-voltage systems, 

to power all of these innovations. More voltage 

also gives vehicle designers more options for 

increasing engine output and efficiency. 

“There is really a push to manufacturer 

batteries that are stronger, have more 

capacity, and have more reserve capacity to 

supply all of the electronics in the vehicle,” 

says Joel Rozon, vice president of Trans-

Canada Energies Distribution (TCED), a family 

owned importer/WD that is one of Canada’s 

leading battery and renewable energy 

distributors. The company has partnered with 

Shell to resurrect the Shell Battery product line 

in North America. “The biggest challenge is 

that there is only so much energy that you can 

put into a 13-inch container.”

According to IDTechEx, increased electrifi-

cation in conventional vehicles will be further 

boosted by the use of torque assist systems 

and other energy harvesting methods, such as 

energy harvesting shock absorbers, active sus-

pension, and photovoltaics. That means more 

power will need to be stored on those vehicles. 

With these new systems will come a host of 

new parts and components, more SKUs, and a 

greater need for knowledge by distributors and 

at the parts counter when it comes to repairing 

or replacing electrical components and batteries.

With ADAS, for example, the new loads 

these systems present are pushing the capac-

ity of existing 12-volt systems, and the electri-

cal loads are peaky and unpredictable, Rigby 

says. “Today’s power supply system is typi-

cally designed to handled predictable, switched 

loads with relatively small transients,” he adds. 

“ADAS systems are different. The reliability 

requirements for these systems are very high 

and that is causing a rethinking of the electrical 

system, including implementation of two

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

Most start-stop vehicles have a 

battery monitor, which makes 

replacing batteries more complex.
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A SIMPLE DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT IS THAT 
PEOPLE WANT TO COME TO WORK, UNDERSTAND THEIR 
JOBS, AND KNOW HOW THEIR WORK CONTRIBUTES TO THE 
SUCCESS OF THE ORGANIZATION. —JOHN BALDONI

0 7
MONTHS

0 2
WEEKSCOUNTDOWN TO 

NACE AMC 2017

By JAMES E. GUYETTE  | News Correspondent

E
very business can benefit by providing every-

one from the top on down with leadership 

training – especially owners and managers 

already nestled atop your organizational pyramid.

Although most companies emphasize technical 

training, and perhaps you additionally host customer-

service training sessions, acquiring the necessary 

skills to become a more effective leader is often over-

looked amid the challenges of overseeing day-to-day 

operations, according to consultant John Baldoni, 

a leadership coach and prolific contributor to pres-

tigious publications such as the Harvard Business 

Review and Forbes. He has authored more than a 

dozen books translated into 10 languages and chairs 

the leadership development practice at the N2growth 

consultancy while also teaching MBA students at the 

University of Michigan.

“Leadership is not a title; it’s a responsibility open 

to all who want to answer the call,” Baldoni tells 

Aftermarket Business World. “Owners may wish 

to use an executive coach, an individual who can 

help them become the best version of themselves, 

and owners can consider offering training to every 

employee.”

These types of investments assist in boosting 

employee engagement. “Engagement is a matter of 

creating ways for getting people to come to work 

because they want to. You provide opportunities to 

grow, develop and contribute,” he says.

“Improving employee engagement is not simply 

about improving productivity, although organizations 

with a high level of engagement do report 22 percent 

higher productivity,” according to Baldoni, referring 

to a Gallup survey of 1.4 million workers and their on-

the-job attitudes.

“In addition, strong employee engagement pro-

motes a variety of outcomes that are good for employ-

ees and customers. For instance, highly engaged 

organizations have double the rate of success of low-

er-engaged organizations,” he says.

“While people define engagement in various ways, 

I prefer a plain and simple definition: People want 

to come to work, understand their jobs, and know 

how their work contributes to the success of the 

organization.”...CONTINUE READING  ◽

Leadership training helps owners, 
managers ACHIEVE SUCCESS 

[ WATCH AND LEARN ]

Chris “Chubby” Frederick 
tells how to engage your 
shop in continuous learning

The Trainer #59 - How to 
know when you need to 
replace an air fi lter

ASE GUIDES
QUESTION 

OF THE MONTH

The owner’s manual of an older European car lists the engine’s 
oil capacity at four liters. About how many quarts of oil is that?

A. Two 
B. Four
C. Six 
D. Eight

Click here to see the answer.
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6�4��%05�SFMFBTFT�HVJEBODF�GPS�
BVUPOPNPVT�WFIJDMF�EFWFMPQNFOU
BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT
Correspondent

A
s more manufacturers advance self-

driving car technology – and in the 

wake of the first reported fatality 

involving the crash of an automobile 

in autonomous mode – the U.S. Department 

of Transportation and National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration (NHTSA) have issued a 

new federal guidance for the development of 

self-driving vehicles.  

According to the agency, the new policy will 

lay out a path for “the safe testing and deploy-

ment of new auto technologies that have enor-

mous potential for improving safety and mobil-

ity for Americans on the road.”

The policy establishes highly proactive stan-

dards for auto manufacturers in advance 

of actually releasing an autonomous vehi-

cle. Automakers will have to assess system 

designs, development, testing, and deployment 

issues prior to offering the system or vehicle for 

sale or putting it into service on public roads.

The new guidance on vehicle performance 

guidance uses a 15-point Safety Assessment to 

set expectations for manufacturers developing 

and deploying automated vehicle technologies. 

An accompanying model state policy outlines 

Why is it important to evaluate 

your supplier partners’ Internet 

strategies?

What did Pavey say? Continue 

reading online.  

Q
A

Read full interview

Technology Newsmaker

Q&A
LARRY PAVEY
CEO 

Automotive Parts Services 

Group 

Af termarket Technology

TELEMATICS/CONNECTIVITY
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the federal and state roles for the regulation 

of highly automated vehicle technologies as a 

way to build a “consistent national framework 

of laws to govern self-driving vehicles.” 

The policy also outlines options for the fur-

ther use of current federal laws to expedite the 

safe introduction of highly automated vehicles 

into the marketplace, and describes new 

tools and authorities the federal government 

may need as the technology evolves and is 

deployed more widely

“Automated 

vehicles have 

the potential to 

save thousands 

of lives, driving 

the single big-

gest leap in road 

safety that our 

country has ever 

taken,” said U.S. 

Transportation 

Secretary Anthony 

Foxx. “This policy 

is an unprec-

edented step by 

the federal government to harness the benefits 

of transformative technology by providing a 

framework for how to do it safely.”

An industry association, the Self-Driving 

Coalition for Safer Streets, issued a statement 

in support of the new policy. Ford, Google, 

Lyft, Uber and Volvo launched the Coalition 

earlier this year.

“This is an important step forward in estab-

lishing the basis of a national framework for 

the deployment of self-driving vehicles,” said 

David Strickland, spokesperson and general 

counsel for the Coalition, and a former NHTSA 

administrator. “We support guidance that pro-

vides for the standardization of self-driving 

policies across all 50 states, incentivizes inno-

vation, supports rapid testing and deployment 

in the real world.”

Another industry group, the Intelligent Car 

Coalition (ICC), also offered support. “We 

know there are still many discussions ahead 

on issues such as driver behavior, spectrum, 

privacy and data use, and regulatory harmoni-

zation,” the organization said in a statement.

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

A f t e r m a r k e t  T e c h n o l o g y 

  TELEMATICS/CONNECTIVITY

OEMs applauded the new guidance because it 

would help speed deployment of the technology.

FREE WHITEPAPER: 

Focus on Telematics – 

What is in it for you as an 

automotive aftermarket 

professional?
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1-800-253-2363 to learn how Ranger can help your business go green, save 

green and make green with the RP-50FC oil filter crusher.
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- Save on waste disposal cost 
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- Welded steel plate construction
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)BOKJO�TIJQQJOH�CBOLSVQUDZ�DSFBUFT�
XJEFTQSFBE�MPHJTUJDT�UVSNPJM
BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT  
Correspondent

A
utomakers, parts distributors, retail-

ers, and other companies experi-

enced logistics and supply chain 

disruptions as one of the world’s 

largest shipping operators filed for bankruptcy.  

On Aug. 31, the South Korean container line 

Hanjin Shipping Company filed for bankruptcy 

protection, leaving $14 billion in cargo stranded 

at sea or locked up at ports. Some ships were 

seized, while others were denied access to 

ports because it was uncertain who would pay 

their docking fees, container storage, and other 

unloading bills. 

Hanjin is the largest shipping company in 

Korea, and the seventh largest in the world. 

Within five days of the announcement, more 

than half a million 20-foot equivalent units 

(TEUs) with cargo for 8,300 shippers were 

either arrested, stuck at ports waiting for entry, 

or en route to other ports to (hopefully) unload 

their cargo and re-route it.

The bankruptcy exposed how sensitive the 

global supply chain is to these types of disrup-

tions, particularly in industries like automotive 

where just-in-time supply chain management 

is the norm, and where a number of parts 

and components are manufactured in Asia. 

What are the key features in a 

fl eet solution that help improve 

vehicle maintenance? 

What did Driscoll say? Continue 

reading online.  

Q
A

Read full interview

Technology Newsmaker

Q&A
RYAN DRISCOLL
Marketing Director

GPS Insight 

Af termarket Technology

LOGISTICS/CONNECTIVITY
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Shipping rates have also increased dramatical-

ly, and freight volumes are expected to rise as 

companies struggle to replace their stranded 

freight before the holiday season.

As the news broke, shippers in Asia scram-

bled to free their containers by paying the termi-

nals, but the process soon became chaotic as 

the terminal operators tried to charge shippers 

for handling processes (like ship mooring) that 

Hanjin normally would have covered.

“Retailers’ main concern is that there are mil-

lions of dollars worth of merchandise that needs 

to be on store shelves that could be impacted 

by this,” said Jonathan Gold, vice president 

for supply chain and customs policy at the 

National Retail Federation (NRF). “Some of it 

is sitting in Asia waiting to be loaded on ships, 

some is already aboard ships out on the ocean 

and some is sitting on U.S. docks waiting to be 

picked up. It is understandable that port ter-

minal operators, railroads, trucking companies 

and others don’t want to do work for Hanjin 

if they are concerned they won’t get paid. 

However, we need all parties to work together 

to find solutions to move this cargo so it does 

not have a broader impact on the economy.”

Hanjin’s collapse is the result of a number 

of factors that currently plague the shipping 

industry, and could lead to more problems 

down the road. The bankruptcy was precipitat-

ed by falling ocean freight rates and an excess 

of capacity that resulted in nearly $16 billion in 

losses at Hanjin. 

Both automotive OEMs and aftermarket sup-

pliers are affected by the disruption. The Auto 

Care Association signed a joint coalition letter 

to Department of Commerce Secretary Penny 

Pritzker urging the agency to work with the 

South Korean government to resolve the issue, 

and outlining their concerns.

“The current situation has a tremendous 

impact on both importers and exporters of the 

auto care industry, as shippers are uncertain 

if Hanjin ships will be allowed to unload and if 

their goods will be seized by Hanjin’s creditors 

once they are docked,” said Bill Hanvey, presi-

dent and CEO of the Auto Care Association.

The letter was signed by 120 different orga-

nizations – including the Alliance of Automobile 

Manufacturers and the Motor & Equipment

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

A f t e r m a r k e t  T e c h n o l o g y 

  LOGISTICS/CONNECTIVITY

Hanjin’s bankruptcy exposed how sensitive the 

global supply chain is to unexpected disruptions.
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"VUP�QBSUT�EFMJWFSJFT�BESJGU�BU�TFB�BT�TIJQQFS�TJOLT�JOUP�CBOLSVQUDZ
BY JAMES E. GUYETTE | News Correspondent

I
n the wake of the maritime mayhem brought about 

by the Hanjin Shipping Co.’s bankruptcy, automo-

tive supply and logistics managers are being urged 

to proactively seek high-seas shipping alternatives. 

Additional freighter firms can be expected to struggle: 

There are too many vessels and too few cargoes to 

keep all of the existing global shipping lines afloat.  

“They are not the last to go down,” warns Steve 

Hughes, vice president of supplier development, govern-

ment affairs and logistics at Centric Parts, a California-

based supplier of aftermarket and original equipment 

brake components. “The shipping industry is going 

through a huge struggle right now. All of these compa-

nies are losing hundreds of millions of dollars.”

“Companies have been struggling to fill their ships,” 

says Tom Lehner, vice president of public policy at the 

Motor Equipment Manufacturers Association (MEMA). 

“As a result shipping fees are low, but it puts a squeeze 

on smaller shippers.”

Shipping industry executives over the past few years 

had been projecting a worldwide cargo growth rate rang-

ing from 6 percent to 8 percent; in reality the loads rose 

just 2 percent.

“They overbuilt and they did not scrap the legacy ships 

because they figured they still had some life left in them 

– so now they have overcapacity,” says Hughes, who 

additionally serves as a shipping expert for organiza-

tions such as MEMA, the Auto Care Association, the 

Brake Manufacturers Council (BMC) and the California 

Automotive Wholesalers’ Association (CAWA). He is also 

a member of the Department of Commerce/U.S. Trade 

Representative Industry Trade Advisory Committee for 

the automotive industry, known as ITAC2.

“The Hanjin issue is not just Hanjin,” according to 

Hughes. “That’s part of the lack of education in our 

industry. This thing has turned into a real mess.” The 

overall precarious position of the shipping industry calls 

for logistics planners to be ever-alert for signals that your 

chosen shipper may not be able to complete your con-

tracted voyage.

“There’s not a lot you can do to find out if your carrier 

is financially solvent or not,” Hughes says, but cautions 

can be found by perusing an assortment of shipping 

industry reports. “Read the Journal of Commerce and 

stay educated on the market.” Container News is anoth-

er helpful publication.

Maintain relationships with several shippers to avoid 

venturing into uncharted waters. “Spread out your risk – 

that’s what we do,” says Hughes, noting that the Korean-

based carrier’s financial difficulties were visible on the 

horizon. “At the beginning of the year I saw the informa-

tion about their troubles. I said, ‘There’s no way I’m doing 

a contract with these guys.’ We dodged a bullet because 

we didn’t have any of our containers on a Hanjin ship.”

Echoing Hughes, Lehner stresses that “you’ve got to 

make other arrangements with some of the other ship-

Are there alternatives for moving 

products across the high seas if a 

particular shipper is in fi nancial trouble? 

What did Hughes say? 

Continue reading online.  

Q
A Read full interview

Vendor Newsmaker

Q&A
STEVE HUGHES
VP Supplier Development, Government 

Affairs and Logistics, Centric Parts 
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pers right away. You need multiple options set 

up with multiple shipping companies in the 

event something like this happens again.”

Hanjin accounted for 2.9 percent of the 

worldwide shipping container market – 

amounting to cargoes valued at $14 billion 

– serving ports in Korea, the U.S., Japan, 

Belgium, Spain, Taiwan and Vietnam.

The shipper, whose assets are expected to 

be sold under the bankruptcy proceedings, 

carried 3 percent of the entire auto industry’s 

waterborne trade.

“Most of their milk runs were back and forth 

to Korea,” says Lehner. American OE and 

aftermarket manufacturers annually export 

more than $900 million in parts to Korea.

Hanjin’s other international ports-of-call were 

impacted as well, prompting MEMA to steam 

full-speed ahead to help navigate a solution.

Along with its Automotive Aftermarket 

Suppliers Association (AASA), Heavy Duty 

Manufacturers Association (HDMA), Motor 

& Equipment Remanufacturers Association 

(MERA) and the Original Equipment Suppliers 

Association (OESA) divisions, the organization 

joined numerous other industries as a signa-

tory to a September letter to U.S. Secretary of 

Commerce Penny Pritzker urging a quick inter-

national resolution to the crisis.

A conference call in conjunction with the 

Auto Care Association was arranged with U.S. 

Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) Chairman 

Mario Cordero, who encouraged the partici-

pants to make multiple alternative arrangements 

with other shippers to avoid future problems.

“Eighty-five companies dialed into that call, 

so it was broadly attended,” Lehner reports. 

The exact scope of industry product delays 

remains unclear as most companies keep 

those details confidential.

“A lot of our members and our aftermarket 

manufacturers definitely felt the impact,” says 

Lehner. “Anytime the supply chain is disrupted 

it can be felt throughout the industry.”   

0SQIBO�DPOUBJOFST

In early November Korea’s Maritime Ministry 

was reporting that 94 freighters from Hanjin’s 

container ...CONTINUE READING ◽

Maintain relationships with several 

shippers to avoid venturing into 

uncharted waters.
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BY JAMES E. GUYETTE
News Correspondent

H
undreds of mobile automotive technicians 

aligned with YourMechanic are making 

housecalls to homes and workplaces to ren-

der convenient diagnostic, repair and mainte-

nance services.  

Based in Mountain View, Calif. with operations in more 

than 700 American communities, the company reports 

that having a national presence allows it to negotiate bet-

ter pricing from parts vendors – and that this enhanced 

bargaining power, plus the lack of shop-based overhead, 

results in customer discounts averaging 30 percent below 

the cost of patronizing a bricks-and-mortar repair center.

Vice President and General Manager Lee Senderov 

recently answered a series of questions posed by 

Aftermarket Business World:

Q: What is your business model?

A: Our business is easy to understand: We connect 

mobile mechanics with customers who want car repair, 

maintenance or diagnostic services completed at their 

home or office, eliminating the need to go to a repair shop. 

Dig a little deeper and you’ll find we are a lot more than 

just another on-demand service. We solve a problem 

for our customers – for some it may be offering the con-

venience of car repair seven days a week to minimize 

time away from work, for others, our up-front pricing 

means no surprise costs when it is time to pay their bill. 

Convenience and transparent pricing are why our cus-

tomers love us. We are proud of our A+ rating from the 

Better Business Bureau and our 1,000-plus reviews on 

Yelp, which average 4.2 stars.

Our mechanics enjoy the freedom to set their own 

schedules and to take home more of their hourly rate 

than when working at a shop or dealership. We set up 

our mechanics with everything they need. At our head-

quarters we handle bookings, ordering parts and pro-

cessing payment from customers, so our mechanics can 

do what they do best – get our customers safely back on 

the road. We have full-time and part-time mechanics and 

offer customer service seven days a week. 

Q: What markets do you operate in?

A: This is a very exciting time at YourMechanic as 

we’ve grown tremendously over the past year. We cur-

rently have service the top 50 markets and beyond. 

We’re growing and adding new cities regularly. Our deci-

sion to move into a new city is driven by demand and the 

number of out-of-warranty cars within a market.

Q: What are some of the automotive positions

 that you staff?

A: Our team is a unique hybrid of expertise across 

many industries. For example, we have team members 

in our parts division who have worked with national 

parts suppliers and know supply catalogues inside and 

out. We have everyone from lifelong car enthusiasts on 

our operations teams to actual 

mechanics writing content that 

helps consumers with everyday 

tips and advice for maintaining 

their cars.

We hire mechanics who are 

the best at what they do, and our 

baseline criteria means that only 

a small percentage of mechanic 

applicants are brought onboard. 

We know that a car is much 

more than transportation – it can 

be anything from a source of

... CONTINUE READING  ◽

YourMechanic connects mobile 

mechanics with customers who 

want car repair done at home.

LEE SENDEROV
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 More articles by JOHN SHOEMAKER      RELATED articles      AUTHOR bio

W
e are closing in on the end of another year 

and, as with every other year, the scram-

ble begins to get all the required training. 

Repair facilities are saddled with many requirements 

from different entities to maintain vital certifications. 

Whether they are OEM, I-CAR, ASE or one of many 

others, there are tests to be taken and qualifications to 

be documented.

Having an effective training program will remove 

some of the challenges of 

training and eliminate the end-

of-year panic.

Most program requirements 

are known early in the year. 

As a matter of fact, you prob-

ably know now what training 

and certifications you will need 

for 2017. It seems obvious, 

but if these requirements were 

scheduled throughout the 

year, this mad scramble could 

be eliminated and December 

training costs could be signifi-

cantly reduced.  

As you plan your train-

ing requirements you can calculate your total training 

expense for the year. Once you have your total it can 

be divided by 12 to give you a monthly training budget. 

Keeping your training expense stabilized will help you 

maximize your schedule and allow you to budget the 

higher cost programs.

The first step to create your plan is to list all the 

training required for the different entities. Knowing 

the courses required and laying them out in a logical 

sequence will help you schedule your employees.  

Most training has a “shelf-life” and maintaining certi-

fications is probably most important. Re-certifications 

are what I would put on the training plan first. As you 

create your training plan you will probably find some 

courses overlap – testing for one entity might meet 

certification requirements for another. In addition, 

some trainers will reduce your cost if you have several 

employees trained together, especially if you can hold 

the training at your facility.   

Another necessary step is to know who you are going 

to train. Everybody goes through this, wondering if a 

technician will stay or leave causing you to lose your 

training investment. I think Zig Ziglar said it best, “The 

only thing worse than training employees and losing 

them is to not train them and keep them.”  

To stay successful and build sustainability we have 

to train our people. However, we must ensure that we 

train the correct people and protect our investment. 

First on the list would be certified technicians that 

require training to maintain certification. Next, I would 

look at apprentices and B or C level technicians to see 

what training they need to move to the next level.

I mentioned the need to protect your training invest-

ment in the last paragraph. There are some precautions 

you can take. Here are some ideas you can adapt to fit 

your business the best. The first precaution is a simple 

letter to the employee stating 

the type of training the techni-

cian is going to receive, the 

value of the training and the 

length of employment required 

to satisfy your expense.

I work with seen some shops 

that go as far as creating an 

amortization statement break-

ing down the training expense 

by month. The cost of the 

class is broken down by the

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

The trials of YEAR-END TRAINING

J o h n  S h o e m a k e r

SHOP INSIGHT

Alan R. Segal

Annual reports reveal 

O’Reilly’s secret to success 

Stephen Barlas

NHTSA crosses its fingers 

with AV guidance to states

Gary Brooks

Optimizing inventory 

management helps satisfy 

customers

Scott McLaren

IoT: The auto industry 

revolution

COLUMNISTS

Most training has a “shelf-life” 

and maintaining certifications is 

probably most important.

JOHN SHOEMAKER
Business Development Manager 

BASF North America
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 More articles by  ALAN R. SEGAL    RELATED articles    AUTHOR bio

Annual reports reveal O’REILLY’S 
SECRET WEAPON FOR SUCCESS

A
nnual report analysis plays a critical role to help 

managers better understand public companies’ 

comprehensive strategies, and, if performed 

closely, it may reveal managerial best practices that 

decision makers can adopt to their respective strate-

gies. Managers who want to learn more about their 

rivals, customers or suppliers have much to reap from 

a trove of objective material in a 10-K. 

One reason why 10-K reports are so useful is that the 

evidence and data is neatly organized into four parts: 

business strategies, financial health, risk factors and 

corporate governance. This tells us what leadership 

values, because in order to secure stockholder fund-

ing to help finance their activities, they must be candid 

about what will be done with the capital. As well, trans-

parency is required by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission to ensure that the information is accurate 

and truthful. Both factors directly benefit readers who 

are seeking to make informed decisions in their own 

work environment.

To demonstrate worthiness in annual reports and to 

try to gain insight into the company’s continuing annual 

financial success, I examined O’Reilly Auto Parts. In this 

practice exercise, I describe the business strategies 

outlined by O’Reilly management by following the same 

sequence appearing in their 2015 report. Because so 

much more information is available, but not covered 

here, I encourage managers to study the financial and 

growth strategy that ties into O’Reilly’s business model.  

In their 23rd consecutive year of positive compa-

rable store sales growth, O’Reilly Auto Parts reported 

that 2015 was a record year. Comparable store sales 

advanced 7.5 percent topping $7.9 billion and beating 

the prior year increase of 6.0 percent. Profit revenues 

grew $4.1 billion, and for 15 straight years through 2015, 

gross profit margins expanded 930 basis points from 43 

percent to 52.3 percent. Other financial highlights indi-

cated that operating income, accounts payable to inven-

tory, working capital, and the like are metrics that are 

important to both management and shareholders alike.

Given such consistent performance, why is this 4,571 

multi-store retailer so successful? Management states 

their recipe: “We believe that our effective dual market 

strategy, superior customer service, technically pro-

ficient store personal, strategic distribution network 

and experienced management team make up our key 

advantages…” And they add that growth for the sake of 

growth is not their focus; rather they are led by a com-

mitment to sustained, profitable growth. This reoccur-

ring five-point strategy that appears in the 2015 report 

also continues to pop up in prior reports dating back to 

the 1994 release. It merits further explanation.  

Dual market strategy: This term, coined in 1970, 

stems into C.F. and Chubb O’Reilly’s vision to become 

the friendliest parts store to meet the needs of both the 

DIYer and professional auto repair garage. First, every 

employee must be approachable. Chubb observed a 

pattern that walk-in customers yearned for a problem 

solver who could lend an emphatic ear. An inexpe-

rienced DIYer could count on free technical vehicle 

repair advice from a counter person with an auto repair 

background.  

And second, each store 

must be geographically 

accessible. By design, new 

stores are deployed in both 

heavily and lighter populated 

markets where fewer 

competitors operate.

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

In their 23rd consecutive year of 

positive comp store sales growth, 

O’Reilly reported a record year.

 A l a n  R .  S e g a l

GUEST COLUMN

 ALAN R. SEGAL
President,

Best Business Practices
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 More articles by STEPHEN BARLAS    RELATED articles    AUTHOR bio

NHTSA crosses its fingers 
WITH AV GUIDANCE TO STATES

T
he eagerly-awaited guidance from the feds on 

autonomous vehicles reminds me of the end 

of the “Wizard of Oz” where Dorothy clicks her 

heels three times and repeats: “I want to go home, I 

want to go home.” 

That is what the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) seems to be doing with its 

guidance, which sets out 15 “Safety Assessments” 

for the safe design, development, testing and deploy-

ment of autonomous vehicles, which it hopes the 50 

states will adopt, making for a uniform, national regula-

tory environment. The agency will not establish a fed-

eral regulation such as a Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standard (FMVSS). So NHTSA is essentially clicking its 

heels and hoping.

The auto industry, however, was happy to have the 

NHTSA guidance though it attempted to thread the 

needle with its hope – there is that word again – that 

states will do the “right thing.” The concern from 

Google, Ford, Tesla, et al is states will pass very dif-

ferent laws regulating autonomous vehicles, causing a 

nightmare for the auto manufacturers. 

“Five states have already either passed legislation 

or their DMVs have established rules on autonomous 

vehicles,” says Suzanne Murtha, Project Director of 

Atkins, an international design, engineering and project 

management consultancy. “Some of those conflict with 

the NHTSA guidance. NHTSA had to put a stake in the 

ground somewhere. The good news is that 45 states 

haven’t done anything, they are looking for guidance, 

and NHTSA provides it here.”

David Strickland, the general counsel for the Self-

Driving Coalition for Safer Streets, says, “ With the 

guidance now publicly available, we encourage state 

policymakers to engage with our coalition to develop 

the appropriate policy solutions, and we stand ready to 

provide support and expertise for both technological 

and policy questions.” The coalition was established by 

Ford, Google, Lyft, Uber, and Volvo Cars. Strickland is 

a former NHTSA administrator.

The American Association of Motor Vehicle 

Administrators hopes the states will cooperate, but it 

neither issued any marching orders to its members, 

and, of course, it has no control over what auto laws 

state legislatures enact. 

Its statement said: “The policy provides a consis-

tent and standardized approach to regulating highly 

automated vehicles while simultaneously honoring the 

flexibility and autonomy of each individual state. Since 

it was developed in consultation with the 

AAMVA Autonomous Vehicles Working 

Group, we hope states will follow the 

tenets of the policy when crafting public 

policy that balances promoting inno-

vation with the regulatory responsi-

bility to uphold public safety.” 

The technology challenges will 

be substantial, and there are 

those who believe the guidance 

does not do nearly enough to 

ease compliance burdens for the 

states or the manufacturers. 

“The policy’s vague description of a 

framework for developing and verify-

ing complex, safety critical software 

is inadequate,” says David Gelperin, 

Chief Technology 

Officer & President of 

ClearSpecs Enterprise. 

He argues that the

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

Many think the guidance does not 

do enough to ease compliance 

burdens for the states.

STEPHEN BARLAS
Washington 

Correspondent

S t e p h e n  B a r l a s

WASHINGTON INSIDER
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A
s technology advances, the Internet of Things 

(IoT) is infiltrating almost every aspect of our 

lives. And with an estimated 250 million cars 

to be connected to the Internet by 2020, it’s also over-

taking the automotive industry. 

Increasingly, consumers are looking for connectiv-

ity as part of their vehicle’s features – putting IoT at 

the center of automobile innovation. From self-driving 

vehicles to the insertion of tech companies into manu-

facturing, IoT has a bright future in the auto industry. 

In addition to modernizing the vehicle manufactur-

ing process, IoT will also affect dealerships and sales 

departments. To get you ready, here are four ways to 

prepare both customers and your sales staff for IoT.

1. Say hello to new competitors

Automobile manufacturers are now competing against 

tech companies, like Apple and Google, where they’re 

working on auto prototypes of their own. With that in 

mind, automakers will need to create a plan of attack to 

ensure dealers and end customers maintain access to 

the latest in IoT technology. So, how do they do that?

For starters, they’ll need to move beyond traditional 

car features and think like tech companies. Adding new 

connectivity features and IoT technology will be the 

only way to keep up with these new demands. 

2. Evaluate and expand your protection plans

With auto technology evolving, it’s a good time to 

evaluate current warranty coverage options and how 

to expand offerings to include protection for new IoT 

inclusions. Most salespeople already know the value of 

protection, including satisfied customers and a second 

revenue opportunity. But these new IoT bells and whis-

tles will come with unexpected manufacturer defects, 

unanticipated damages, and everyday user errors, cre-

ating the need for updated warranty solutions.

3. Take a deep dive into data

More connectivity means more data. So, what’s the 

real importance of more data? More data helps war-

ranty providers customize protection plans to the 

specific driving habits of their customers. Plus, as IoT 

expands, customer data risks increase simply due to 

increased access. As a result, data protection plans 

aren’t just for tech companies or cellular carriers any-

more. They’re something the auto industry needs to 

keep top of mind.

4. Open arms to supplementary revenue 

opportunities

When a customer buys a new smartphone, they don’t 

stop there. They’ll purchase a case, a screen protector, 

apps and data to complete their mobile experience. 

And as soon as they start downloading apps and 

surfing the web, they’re inundated with countless ads 

and promotions.

You can expect the same in new connected cars. 

When purchasing an IoT-enabled car, the sales cycle 

is just the beginning, with in-car entertainment systems 

providing an additional revenue source as they are lev-

eraged for ads and promotions.

Bonus: Hit the web to sell more vehicles 

With all of this talk of connectivity, let’s not forget 

about online shopping. Quickly gaining traction as a 

major component of the auto purchase experience, 

it’s predicted that 100 percent of vehicle sales will 

take place via the Internet by 2025, less than a decade 

from now! Don’t let the Internet 

do in your business. Stay ahead 

of the curve by employing and 

leveraging online sales. 

It’s an exciting time for auto 

dealers. With innovation around 

every corner and the implemen-

tation of the latest tech, endless 

opportunities await. Stay ahead

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

IoT: The auto industry REVOLUTION

SCOTT MCLAREN
Chief Marketing Officer 

Fortegra

When buying an IoT-enabled car, 

the sales cycle is just beginning 

due to other revenue sources.
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Optimizing inventory management 
HELPS SATISFY CUSTOMERS

Y
ou’ve worked diligently to optimize and auto-

mate nearly every part of your supply chain. 

And, when a customer arrives to a shop for 

a repair, the mechanics they interact with are highly 

knowledgeable and determined to help. But, what 

happens if you aren’t stocked with the correct part to 

make the needed repair?

Every aspect of your business should have the end 

customer in mind, but repair services are arguably the 

most crucial components to the customer experience. 

For dealers in particular, this area of business not only 

serves as a consistent “face” to your company – the 

individuals interacting with your customers on a regular 

basis – but also can be a key component to improving 

financial performance for your business as a whole. 

Too often, your brand’s main ambassadors are left 

providing unsatisfactory excuses as customers are 

told a necessary part is not in stock to make the repair 

– leading to an inconvenienced and dissatisfied cus-

tomer, and lost revenues. In a situation that is already 

stressful for your customer, regardless if the mainte-

nance is routine or unexpected, you want to ensure that 

you are stocked with the correct part to make the repair 

within a reasonable amount of time. 

So, how can you ensure every time a customer 

comes in for a repair, you can reply with “Yes, we have 

that part in stock”? 

Fortunately, technologies exist to manage spare parts 

and make these bad customer experiences a thing of 

the past. The key to successful technology, however, 

is a powerful integration engine that connects multiple 

inventory networks onto a single platform. 

Now, what exactly are the benefits of a single technol-

ogy platform?

First, keep in mind it’s imperative to be able to moni-

tor, trace and optimize your aftermarket business 

processes, incorporating real-time data from multiple 

sources – and this is something that only a dealer 

inventory management system is able to provide. 

The benefits are abundant. A single solution provides 

an integration with multiple – if not all – dealer man-

agement systems within a network. Allowing service 

shops to have this kind of visibility into other locations 

ultimately impacts business in several positive ways, 

including the ability to quickly locate a necessary spare 

part to make a repair for a customer in-store that day. If 

Dealer A can see that Dealer B has the necessary part 

in stock and they are only 25 miles away, for example, 

someone can retrieve that part and eliminate the guess 

work or need to contact a manufacturer, saving time 

and money, and most importantly, providing the cus-

tomer with a great experience. 

Additionally, the proper technology will allow for effi-

cient redistribution of stock. Taking into account invento-

ries from multiple dealers, the system analyzes demand, 

what’s been sold and what hasn’t, and redistributes 

spare parts to dealers that are most likely to sell and use 

the parts in their own shops. This ultimately keeps inven-

tory costs down for both manufacturers and dealers, 

minimizing the amount of inven-

tory initially purchased. 

Not only does technology 

allow for stock redistribution, but 

also provides automated fore-

casting, enabling businesses 

to move beyond spreadsheets 

and guesswork, to a system that 

will tell them exactly which parts 

they should have in stock and 

when. This creates less

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

The key to success is a powerful 

integration engine that connects 

multiple inventory networks.

G a r y  B r o o k s

GUEST COLUMN

GARY BROOKS
Chief Marketing Offi cer
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F
leet managers are more open to 

changing suppliers this year than last 

year, according to the 2016 Aftermarket 

Business World Fleet Product Study.  Some 36 

percent of respondents to this year’s study said 

they were open to switching to a new supplier 

for the product categories surveyed this year, 

compared to 17 percent who said they were 

open to switching suppliers in last year’s survey.

Three out of four respondents this year said 

that they prefer to be contacted via email by 

companies that are seeking to do business with 

them. Only 13 percent said they prefer a personal 

visit and 3 percent said they prefer a phone 

call. Last year 48 percent said they prefer to be 

contacted by email and 26 percent said they 

prefer a phone call.

This year 49 percent of respondents said 

they prefer to purchase products from national 

parts retailers and 30 percent preferred to buy 

from warehouse distributors. These results were 

similar to last year’s findings.

The four most important qualities that fleet 

managers look for in their products suppliers 

are parts availability, fast delivery, price and 

customer service in that order, according to this 

year’s survey. Other important qualities include 

being easy to work with, maintaining good 

relationships and carrying specific brands. 

Some 29 percent of fleet managers said 

that quality is the main reason why they buy 

a particular product, while 23 percent said 

reliability and 17 percent said availability. Only 11 

percent said price was the main reason why they 

purchase products.

Fleet managers like to keep low on-site 

inventories as 48 percent said they order 

products as needed while 29 percent said they 

keep a one-month supply of products and 12 

percent keep a three-month supply. 

The Fleet Product Study was fielded via email 

to readers of Aftermarket Business World who are 

part of a fleet. The results are intended to show 

general market trends, not statistical certainties. ◽

MORE FLEET MANAGERS ARE 
OPEN TO NEW SUPPLIERS THIS YEAR, 

STUDY SHOWS  

BY BRUCE ADAMS | Managing Editor

18 Auxiliary Lighting 19 Batteries 20 Brakes

OPEN

Join today at https://WorkShop.SearchAutoParts.com 

PRESENT

�� HOW-TO VIDEOS

�� �MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING 

OPTIONS & RESOURCES

�� �INFO ON THE LATEST PARTS 

AND EQUIPMENT ... AND MORE!

WE’VE GOT TERABYTES 

OF FREE RESOURCES TO 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILL AND 

GROW YOUR BUSINESS:

Step into a Virtual Training Lab 
Designed Specifi cally for 

Automotive Professionals Like YOU!

“The  connects you with experts, colleagues 
and industry professionals in a user-friendly, online platform.  
Step your game up by exploring information and resources for 
technicians, shop owners, manufacturers, distributors and more!”PETE MEIER

Director of Training / Technical Editor
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72% of respondents order auxiliary 
lighting off the Internet 0-10% of the 

time.

Frequency of auxiliary lighting service

Whenever needed 84%

Every month 0%

Annually 16%

38% of fleet managers use  

one supplier for auxiliary lighting.

41% of fleet manager respondents  

say they are open to switching  

auxiliary lighting suppliers.  

Of those, 73% report email is the pre-

ferred method potential new suppliers 

should use to contact them.

53% of respondents order auxiliary 

lighting inventory as needed. 25% 

keep a one-month supply onsite. 

16% keep a three-month supply 

onsite

FLEET PRODUCT STUDY

Auxiliary Lighting
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◾ National parts retailer 50%

◾ Dealership 0%

◾ Vehicle manufacturer 6%

◾ Warehouse distributor 28%

◾ Other 16%

Preferred fleet suppliers

Some totals exceed 100 percent because respondents provided multiple answers. Others do not reach 100 percent because all answer options are not listed.

Most important supplier qualities

Parts availability 84%

Fast delivery 47%

Price 53%

Customer service 38%

Good relationship 35%

Most important auxiliary lighting qualities

Quality 28%

Reliability 16%

Price 13%

Brand name 9%

Availability 19%

Two new headlights are safer than one

Small act, big effect

You change your customer’s brakes in pairs. This small act creates 

a big effect on their safety. Changing their headlights in pairs has 

a big effect too – giving them better visibility and driving safety. 

Change in pairs, for safety you can see.

One new, one old headlight Two new headlights

Safety you can see
www.philips.com/chips
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88% of respondents 

order batteries off the Internet  

0-10% of the time.

Frequency of battery service

Whenever needed 69%

Every three months 13%

Annually                                                  10%

40% of fleet managers use only 

one supplier for batteries.

29% of fleet manager respondents  

say they are open to  

switching battery suppliers.  

Of those, 70% report email is the  

preferred method potential new  

suppliers should use to contact them.

42% of respondents order 

batteries as needed. 35% keep a  

one-month supply on-site. 10% 

keep a six-month supply onsite

FLEET PRODUCT STUDY

Batteries
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◾ National parts retailer 44%

◾ Dealership 3%

◾ Vehicle manufacturer 6%

◾ Warehouse distributor 31%

◾ Other 16%

Preferred fleet supplier

Most important supplier qualities

Product availability 73% 

Fast delivery 47% 

Price 47%

Customer service 37%

Good relationship 33%

Most important battery qualities

Quality 26%

Reliability 26%

Price 10%

Brand name 10%

Availability 23%

Some totals exceed 100 percent because respondents provided multiple answers. Others do not reach 100 percent because all answer options are not listed.

We Deliver Power

A premium battery with a well established brand name!

Introducing the Shell battery product line

Officially Licenced Product

Shell name and associated trademarks 
used under license from TSBA Group AG.www.TCED.ca

Protected by a full warranty - no prorata.

Manufactured in a state of the art, up-to-date 
facility, providing guaranteed consistent quality.

Covering a wide range of vehicle battery models.

Eco-conscious factory limiting our environmental 
footprint overall.
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90% of respondents order brakes off 
the Internet 0-10% of the time.

Frequency of brake service

Whenever needed 76%

Every three months 10%

Every six months 7%

28% of fleet managers use  

one supplier for brakes.

27% of fleet manager respondents  

say they are open to switching  

brake suppliers.  

Of those, 86% report email is the pre-

ferred method potential new suppliers 

should use to contact them.

50% of respondents order brakes 

inventory as needed. 27% keep 

a one-month supply onsite. 13% 

keep a three-month supply onsite.

FLEET PRODUCT STUDY

Brakes

◾ National parts retailer 53%

◾ Dealership 7%

◾ Vehicle manufacturer 3%

◾ Warehouse distributor 30%

◾ Other 7%

Preferred fleet suppliers

Some totals exceed 100 percent because respondents provided multiple answers. Others do not reach 100 percent because all answer options are not listed.

Most important supplier qualities

Parts availability 83%

Fast delivery 57%

Price 43%

Customer service 43%

Carry specific product brands 47%

Most important brake qualities

Quality 33%

Reliability 27%

Price 10%

Brand name 17%

Availability 10%
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R90R90

www.relyonraybestos.com
©2016 Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. RAYBESTOS and THE BEST IN BRAKES are 

among the registered trademarks of BPI Holdings International, Inc.

European Brakes for 
          European Cars

Introducing Raybestos® European disc 

brake pads. Specially formulated to 

meet the rigorous braking standards 

established in Europe through 

Regulation 90, Raybestos® European 

friction delivers the quiet operation 

and solid stopping power these 

high-performance specialty 

vehicles require.

Alfa Romeo 

Audi 

BMW

Jaguar 

Land Rover

Mercedes-Benz 

Mini 

Porsche  

Range Rover 

Saab

Volkswagen

Volvo 
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SOUTH SOUTH

MARKETPLACE
For immediate assistance in placing your Marketplace ad, please call Keith Havemann at: 310-857-7634. Send a fax: 310-943-1465 or e-mail: khavemann@advanstar.comFor immediate assistance in placing your Marketplace ad, please call Keith Havemann at: 310-857-7634. Send a fax: 310-943-1465 or e-mail: khavemann@advanstar.com

Manufacturers Representatives

Generate sales leads, maintain market presence, 

conduct market testing, promote existing lines, 

introduce new products and services, or recruit the best.

Contact Keith Havemann 310-857-7634 or email khavemann@advanstar.com

Let Marketplace Advertising

Work For YOU!

For more information, call Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or visit our 

website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Logo Licensing    |    Reprints    |    Eprints    |    Plaques

Leverage branded content from Aftermarket Business (E-Zine) to create a more powerful and 

sophisticated statement about your product, service, or company in your next marketing 

campaign. Contact Wright’s Media to find out more about how we can customize your 

acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing for Every Marketing Strategy

Marketing solutions fit for:

t Outdoor

t  Direct Mail

t  Print Advertising

t  Tradeshow/POP Displays

t Social Media

t Radio & Television

N.A. Williams Company has been providing sales and

marketing solutions for its clients for over 80 years.

115 aftermarket professionals.

2900-A Paces Ferry Rd., S.E., 
Atlanta, GA. 30339

770-433-2282
www.nawilliams.com

Is it time to rethink
your sales strategy?
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